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While traditional finance grapples with a verdict on whether 

or not Bitcoin can be a true store-of-value most recently due 

to its correlation fixating to financial markets and short-term 

volatility, Ethereum developers have pushed the envelope of 

the blockchain into Decentralized Finance (DeFi). The financial 

products that now run on the second-largest cryptocurrency are 

pinned to the wall as the use case poster-child for Ethereum. The 

acceleration of DeFi has not gone unnoticed as Central Banks 

now make a massive push into the development of their digital 

currencies on the back of stablecoin threats from consortium 

control. Copper delves into the advancement, current status, and 

growth potential of DeFi.

After the Initial Coin Offering (ICO) craze of 2017, Ethereum 

found itself in a questionable use case position as Decentralized 

Applications (DApps) found no traction from cryptocurrency 

enthusiasts. The vast amounts of applications promising 

decentralized function that would compete with traditional 

technological infrastructure for lack of better words fell face flat. 

Most DApps were never even deployed.

But the blockchain ecosystem has evolved and found a key use 

case in alternative financial services. DeFi now leads the charge 

in development, funding, and, most notably, in numbers on 

Ethereum. 

In February 2020, there was a little north of $1.2bn ‘locked-in’ value 

across DeFi applications. On average, DeFi has been able to not 

only grow but maintain high levels of interest (see chart overleaf).

Prominent applications like lending protocol Compound has 

seen well over $1bn of flows year-to-date. And dYdx, which 

started as a lending platform and expanded into a fully functional 

decentralized leverage exchange, has seen inflows double of that.

Both these major DeFi protocols are already on their second 

iterations. And their allure has proven to be positive within the 

cryptocurrency industry. Daily active user metrics have grown 

exponentially. On Compound, while the first version of the 

platform saw a peak of 500 users, their latest offering has made 

the jump to over 8000 unique users on a single day. This 1500% 

growth happened in less than a year. dYdX hasn’t been a slouch 

either in attracting new users (see chart 3).

Can Decentralized Applications and 
Stablecoins contend with the financial sector?

1: dYdX Sees Over $2 Billion of Inflows in 2020 ($mn)...

2: And Compounds Sees Over $1 Billion of Inflows in 2020 ($mn)

3: Average Daily Unique Active Users on Compound & dYdX
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Hitch by Design?

The supply of various crypto-assets and US Dollar-backed tokens 

on these two platforms grew so large that the high-interest rates 

offered fell to unattractive levels this year as borrowing stalled. 

Such is the supply and demand dynamics that DeFi must contend 

with in comparison to fixed saving rates. The automated interest 

rate balancing act will lead users into an unknown return as 

cryptocurrency markets fluctuate, and users may opt to profit 

on the sale of an asset rather than earn a low return on lending 

protocols. This, in turn, lowers supply and increases rates in a 

perpetual cycle of equilibrium.

And beyond the unknown interest returns, some DeFi applications 

have faced significant security breaches. Several exploits using 

multiple decentralized protocols saw hackers flee with millions 

this year. Bugs have seen some protocols come to a grinding halt. 

Negotiations with hackers took place over embedded messages 

on Ethereum transactions. 

And yet the growth is undeniable, as seen by the data, despite the 

risk/premium ratio imbalance. Interest rates are now inching back 

upwards as markets stabilize following global financial market 

upheaval that pulled crypto-asset valuations alongside with it.

Central Banks Budge

Although seemingly a distant memory, 2017 saw central banks 

dismiss blockchain as slow, Bitcoin as a non-competing asset 

class for store-of-value, and tokens as an ineffective byproduct 

looking for a use case. The European Central Bank (ECB) went as 

far as creating a dedicated website on the matter.

But the tune has since changed. A report published by the Bank 

for International Settlement (BIS), who had been on a near holy 

mission to reframe the benefits of Bitcoin and cryptocurrency, has 

made a U-turn into the overall potential. This was likely due to the 

prospect of consortiums such as Facebook’s Libra taking a strong 

controlling interest of payment rails. 

A more in-depth look into Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), 

the BIS stated that “recent tokenization projects have automated 

the payment of interest or dividends to the holders of tokens.” 

An emphatic appreciation of DeFi, despite not praising the 

ecosystem by name. 

The BIS notes that the results of blockchain tests conducted 

by several Central Banks remain lukewarm. DLT might still fall 

short in the grand scheme of operating financial markets due to 

speed and scaling. But out of seventeen projects, only a single 

Central Bank has opted for traditional tech with the remaining still 

undecided (see table overleaf).

Most recent findings and questions posed by the BIS were 

whether or not the pursuit of Central Bank Digital Currency 

(CBDC) would merit the global financial system and could address 

cross-border payment short-comings - a key priority. 

Discussions on the financial architecture, technological design, 

access rights, and whether or not the CBDC would address cross-

border markets have been of paramount concern. And herein 

lies a coherent outlook problem. Only two of seventeen Central 

Banks have specified their aim of having a globally available digital 

currency.
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Point Stablecoins

US Dollar-backed stablecoins that sit on Ethereum are now well 

over the $10bn mark. At the start of 2019, this stood at less than 

$3bn. 

The total number of users has also skyrocketed into the millions. 

And most notably, this upward trend is across the board for all 

significant stablecoins, not one in particular.

The competitive knock-out, as it stands for now at least, is the 

cross-border ability of stablecoins, a feature missing from CBDC 

projects and a clear desire the BIS wishes to overcome. 

“Looking ahead, the overall conclusion from a technological 

perspective is that a rich set of technical designs are currently 

under consideration. This underscores the need for international 

coordination to share experience,” wrote the BIS.

Country Project Architecture Infrastructure Access Reach

Iceland Rafkróna Direct Unspecified Account-Based National

The Bahamas Sand Dollar Direct Unspecified Account-Based National

Denmark E-krona Direct Unspecified Unspecified National

Norway E-krona Direct Unspecified Unspecified National

Sweden E-krona Direct Unspecified Unspecified National

Brazil Digital fiat currency Indirect DLT Token-Based National

ECB E-euro Indirect DLT Unspecified International

Ecuador Dinero Electrónico Unspecified Convensional Account-Based National

Eastern Caribbean DXCD Unspecified DLT Token-Based International

Cambodia Bakong Unspecified DLT Unspecified National

Ukraine E-hryvnia Unspecified DLT Unspecified National

South Africa Electronic legal tender Unspecified Unspecified Token-Based National

Uruguay Billete Digital Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified National

China DC/EP Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified National

Israel E-shekel Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified National

France E-euro Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified

Switzerland E-franc Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified Unspecified

Source: Bank for International Settlement (BIS), 2020-03

Note: All data  in this report is upto and inclusive till  27 May 2020

Select Retail Central Bank Digital Currency Projects

Total Stablecoin Users Breach 5mn Mark in May-2020 (mn users)
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